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REVISED REVENUE
RECOGNITION PROPOSALS
RELEASED

IN THIS
EDITION

THE INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD (IASB) LAST WEEK
REISSUED THEIR PROPOSALS FOR REVENUE RECOGNITION IN ED/2011/6
REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS (ED 222 IN AUSTRALIA).

P1 Revised revenue recognition proposals
released
P2 Ten ways to materially misstate your
financial statements…The Blind Freddy
proposition continued - Part 2
P3 Listed entity reporting deadlines
P6 Comments sought on exposure drafts
In this month’s newsletter, the IASB has
released their revised revenue recognition
proposals, we continue our series on ten
ways to materially misstate your financial
statements, and we also look at filing
statistics for the 30 June 2011 reporting
season for listed entities and how, in
particular, smaller listed entities are still
struggling to meet reporting deadlines.

Accounting News, August 2010, included a detailed summary of the original exposure draft.
The basic five step process has been retained as follows:
STEP ONE:

STEP TWO:

STEP THREE:

STEP FOUR:

STEP FIVE:

Identify the
contract

Identify
separate
performance
obligations

Determine
transaction
price

Allocate
transaction
price to
performance
obligations

Recognise
revenue
when each
performance
obligation
satisfied
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However, the Board proposes amending the original proposals
contained in ED/2010/6 as follows:
Step one: Identify the contract
• The concept of ‘price independence’ has been eliminated to reduce
the number of contracts being combined
• The proposals to segment contracts have been removed because
this will be dealt with through identifying separate performance
obligations.
Step two: Identify separate performance obligations
• When identifying separate performance obligations, the criteria for
assessing whether a good or service is distinct have been watered
down so that companies only need to consider whether they would
sell the good or service separately, and will not have to consider
whether other companies would sell the good or service separately.
Also, a good or service will not necessarily be ‘distinct’ merely because
it has a distinct profit margin as this criterion has been removed.
• The new proposals should reduce the number of performance
obligations identified for construction contracts (as compared to
the original proposals) because they specify that a bundle of highly
interrelated goods or services should be accounted for as a single
performance obligation.
Step three: Determine transaction price
• Where the amount of consideration is variable, entities may use the
most likely amount or the expected value amount (i.e. probabilityweighted amount). The original proposals only permitted the use of
the probability-weighted measurement techniques.
• Warranties will only be accounted for as separate performance
obligations (and hence revenue deferred) if the customer could
purchase the warranty separately from the company, or if the
warranty provides a service in addition to the assurance that the
company’s past performance was as specified in the contract (e.g.
warranty could not be purchased separately but covers for future
claims, rather than for past performance).
• The time value of money only needs to be included when determining
the transaction price if the contract includes a financing component
that is significant to the contract. Time value of money can also be
ignored if, at contract inception, the period between transfer of goods
or services and payment is expected to be one year or less.
• Allowances for each customer’s credit risk will not need to be
made when determining the transaction price to be recognised.
Rather, impairment losses will be measured in accordance with the
Accounting Standard for financial instruments (AASB 9) and presented
as a separate line adjacent to the revenue line.
Step four: Allocate transaction price to performance obligations
• Recognising losses on onerous contracts will continue to apply at
the level of the performance obligation but for contracts where
performance obligations are satisfied over time, losses will only need
to be recognised on onerous contracts where performance obligations
are expected to be satisfied over a period of greater than one year.
This will alleviate the problem of having to recognise losses on ‘loss
leaders’ where the contract as a whole is expected to be profitable.
Step five: Recognise revenue when each performance obligation is
satisfied
• Further guidance is being provided about when the customer obtains
control of goods or services when transfer occurs over a period of time
and ‘risks and rewards’ has been added as an indicator of when control
of a good or service is transferred.
Next month’s edition of Accounting News will include a more detailed
discussion of the revenue proposals and possible changes that may be
required to current revenue recognition policies

TEN WAYS TO
MATERIALLY MISSTATE
YOUR FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS…
THE BLIND FREDDY
PROPOSITION
CONTINUED - PART 2

CONTINUING OUR SERIES OF HOW TO MATERIALLY
MISSTATE YOUR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, WHICH EVEN
‘BLIND FREDDY’ SHOULD HAVE RECOGNISED, THIS MONTH
WE LOOK AT DEBT VS. EQUITY CLASSIFICATION.
Getting this classification wrong means liabilities can be materially
misstated and that ‘dividends’ paid on the liability should have been
classified as an interest expense, rather than as a dividend.
The first part of a long definition of financial liability includes “….
a contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial asset to
another entity …”
From a ‘Blind Freddy’ stance, this is a very simple definition, and it would
be difficult to argue that it is over complex or open to interpretation.
Despite this, ‘spotting’ liabilities can be very difficult.
Consider an arrangement when a venture capitalist invests in Company A
in anticipation of an IPO within the next three years. Typically the VC will
want an exit route if the IPO does not proceed.
VC subscribes for 20 percent of the ordinary share capital of Company A.
The shares rank equally with the other ordinary shares of Company A, but
the subscription agreement contains a clause that, if Company A has not
gone IPO in five years time, Company A will repurchase the shares, at a
price based on an EBIT formula. The arrangement also confirms that VC
will provide finance for the repurchase of the shares, i.e. the ‘shares’ will
turn into a loan if an IPO does not happen.
According to the definition of a financial liability, all of the shares owned
by VC under this subscription agreement, which will convert into a loan,
are a liability and the likelihood of the IPO occurring is NOT taken into
account.
Thus the financial statements would be materially misstated if the
ordinary shares were classified as equity. The nature of the ‘repayment’
clause creates further issues. Because it is based on a future EBIT, it is
potentially a ‘poison pill’ in that the liability has to be recalculated at the
end of each reporting period. If EBIT is predicted to increase, the liability
increases, and there is a significant impact on profit or loss.
Another area which may be overlooked is where the repayment terms of
an agreement are factored into units/shares, whereby the holder of the
shares/units has the right to put the instrument back to the company/
trust if a certain event happens. If this event is outside of the control of
the company/trust, this is treated as a financial liability, and NOT equity.
Such conditions may include:
• Takeovers
• Employees leaving employment
• Change in tax status of the instrument.
In next month’s newsletter, we continue the series with a discussion on
share-based payments.
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LISTED ENTITY REPORTING DEADLINES
TIGHT REPORTING DEADLINES CONTINUE TO PLACE STRAIN ON PREPARERS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, THEIR AUDIT
COMMITTEES AND THEIR AUDITORS.
Although we are starting to see listed entities lodging their Appendix 4Es slightly earlier than in previous years (59 percent compared to 64 percent
lodging in the week of the deadline), almost 50 percent of Australian listed entities are still lodging their annual reports in the last week of September
(the deadline being 30 September).
We continue to question why Australia has tighter corporate reporting deadlines for its listed entities in comparison to the US and UK, and therefore we
continue to lobby for extensions in this regard, particularly as these tight reporting deadlines affect the smaller listed company sector the most.
In this edition of Accounting News, we look at filing statistics for the 30 June 2011 reporting season.
The various ASX lodgement deadlines for 30 June 2011 were:
PERIOD END
30 June year end

30 June half-year end

TYPE OF REPORT
Appendix 4E - Preliminary Final Report (all listed
entities other than explorers)
Annual report (all listed entities)
Appendix 4D and half-year financial statements (all
listed entities other than explorers)
Half-year financial statements - explorers

DEADLINE
31 August 2011
30 September 2011
31 August 2011
13 September 2011
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Year ends
Table 1 below includes the filing statistics for listed entities with 30 June 2011 year ends.
Table 1

Deadline
Total number of lodgements
Total number of listed entities suspended due to
failure to meet lodgement deadline
Day of the deadline
Number of lodgements
Number of lodgements as
% of total lodgements
Day after the deadline before 10am
Week of the deadline
1 week before the deadline
2 weeks before the deadline
3 weeks before the deadline

FINANCIAL REPORTS FOR LISTED ENTITIES WITH 30 JUNE 2011 YEAR ENDS
APPENDIX 4E PRELIMINARY FINAL REPORTS
ANNUAL REPORTS
(LISTED ENTITIES OTHER THAN EXPLORERS)
31-Aug-11
31-Aug-10
30-Sep-11
30-Sep-10
928 1
930 1
1608 1
1560 1
11
4
16
23
217
23%

277
29%

392
24%

435
28%

46
59%
23%
8%
3%

14
64%
20%
9%
3%

45
49%
13%
5%
4%

52
49%
10%
5%
3%

Note 1: There has been an increase in the number of annual reports (all listed entities) and not a similar increase in the number of Appendix 4Es
(non-explorers). This reflects the fact that there is no overall growth in the number of listed entities that are not explorers, and therefore not lodging
Appendix 4Es.
These statistics continue to show:
• A large number of reports are being lodged on the day of the deadline (23 percent of all Appendix 4Es and 24 percent of all annual reports).
• Some entities still seem to work overnight to meet their reporting deadline by lodging their reports before 10am on the day after the deadline
before the markets open, thus avoiding suspension (46 Appendix 4Es and 45 annual reports). The 46 Appendix 4Es that were lodged the day after
the deadline but before 10am is significantly higher than the 14 lodged late in the previous year. There appears to be an increasing trend of Appendix
4Es being lodged together with the annual report, and a number of these were lodged late on 1 September before 10am.
• Many entities are being suspended because they failed to lodge their Appendix 4E or annual report on time, 11 Appendix 4Es (compared to four in
2010), and 16 annual reports, down from 23 in 2010.
• Nearly 60 percent of entities lodged their Appendix 4Es, and nearly 50 percent of entities lodged their annual reports, in the week of the deadline.
In summary, filing statistics for the 30 June 2011 annual reporting season highlight the continual strain being placed on non-explorers lodging their
Appendix 4Es. There is a large increase in the number of entities working overnight to meet the 31 August deadline and almost three times as many
entities did not meet the deadline compared to last year. The statistics also show that more entities are lodging their annual reports towards the
deadline. The question remains whether entities are really struggling to meet the tight reporting deadlines, or whether they are just complacent and
leave things to the last minute.
This clustering must also bring into question the impacts upon corporate governance. Such concentration of reporting means many financial reports
are not subject to detailed review by analysts. It also places great strain on non-executive directors and audit committee members who are on more
than one board.
Half-year ends
Table 2 below includes the filing statistics for listed entities with 31 December 2011 half-year ends.
Table 2
HALF-YEAR FINANCIAL REPORTS FOR LISTED ENTITIES WITH 31 DECEMBER HALF-YEAR ENDS
LISTED ENTITIES OTHER THAN EXPLORATION
LISTED EXPLORATION ENTITIES
ENTITIES
Deadline
31-Aug-11
31-Aug-10
13-Sep-11
13-Sep-10
Total number of lodgements
126
121
74
61
Number of lodgements
24
25
25
20
Number of lodgements as 19%
21%
34%
33%
Day of the deadline
% of total lodgements
Day after the deadline before 10am
2
2
3
6
Week of the deadline
56%
57%
49%
52%
One week before the deadline
21%
18%
16%
11%
Two weeks before the deadline
12%
12%
7%
7%
Three weeks before the deadline
6%
6%
7%
2%

Similar to the trends illustrated above for 30 June 2011 year ends, these filing statistics continue to show:
• On average, approximately 25 percent of all listed entities (19 percent of non-explorers and 34 percent of explorers) continue to lodge on the day of
the deadline.
• Despite explorers having an extra 13 days to lodge, and their businesses and financial statements being relatively straight forward, 34 percent are still
only managing to lodge their half-year financial statements on the day of the deadline, 13 September 2011. This trend is consistent with prior periods.
• More than half of listed entities lodge their Appendix 4D in the week of the deadline (56 percent) and similar trends exist for explorers lodging their
half-year financial reports (49 percent). The statistics for Appendix 4D’s appear to be worse than the statistics for half-year financial reports for
explorers because explorers have an extra 13 days to complete their financial statements.
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Market capitalisation
Similar to the trends we have identified in previous newsletters, the graph below shows annual reports grouped by market capitalisation and illustrates,
in particular, the impact of the tight reporting deadlines on smaller listed entities. You can see that almost 60 percent of smaller listed entities (below
the Top 500) lodge their annual reports in the week of the deadline, and most of these lodge during the last two days of September. Very few smaller
listed entities lodge two or three weeks before the deadline.
Annual Report Lodgements Grouped by Market Capitalisation - Deadline 30 September 2011
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Summary
The filing statistics show very little improvement, despite there being very few new Accounting Standards to apply, and we continue to believe that
tight reporting deadlines are not good for the market. In particular, we have major concerns on the impact of these deadlines on smaller listed entities,
their auditors, and their directors.
The tight reporting deadlines, and the resulting clustering we can observe by lodgement trends, have the following negative impacts:
• Clustering of lodgements by smaller listed entities results in them not getting adequate analyst attention and media coverage because analysts
would be hard pressed to review all but a handful of results in detail
• Clustering places significant strain on auditors and technical departments of audit firms, increasing the risk of errors in financial statements, as well
as inappropriate/inadequate disclosure
• Clustering increases the risk of auditor burn out. Many of the most talented auditors leave the profession after one too many ‘all nighters’ to get
reports lodged on time
• Clustering increases governance risk because the process for finalising the annual report is rushed, allowing insufficient time for directors and audit
committees to review them properly prior to release.
Whilst the amendment to section 323D(2A) has resulted in some companies changing their year ends away from 30 June, at this stage this is not
significant enough to result in a reduction in the clustering impact and significant number of lodgements made to the ASX in relation to June and
December each year. This means that we are yet to see a reduction in stress for auditors and directors during the December and June reporting seasons.
We therefore support the concept of different reporting deadlines for listed entities based on their market capitalisation, similar to that applied in the
United States.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

COMMENTS SOUGHT ON
EXPOSURE DRAFTS

NSW/ACT

At BDO, we provide comments locally to the AASB and internationally to the IASB. We welcome
any client comments. If you like to provide any comments please contact Wayne Basford.
COMMENTS DUE
TO AASB BY

COMMENTS DUE
TO IASB BY
NA

DOCUMENT

PROPOSALS

ED 216 AASB 12
Disclosure of Interests
in Other Entities: Tier 2
Proposals

For Tier 2 entities applying the
Reduced Disclosure Requirements
- proposes various disclosure
exemptions relating to interests
in subsidiaries, joint ventures and
associates, as well as interests in
consolidated and unconsolidated
structured entities.

30 November 2011

ED 217 AASB 127 Separate For Tier 2 entities applying the
Financial Statements: Tier Reduced Disclosure Requirements
2 Proposals
- proposes various disclosure
exemptions relating to separate
financial statements.

30 November 2011

WAYNE BASFORD
Tel +61 2 9286 5452
wayne.basford@bdo.com.au
NORTH QUEENSLAND
GREG MITCHELL
Tel +61 7 4046 0044
greg.mitchell@bdo.com.au
NORTHERN TERRITORY
CASMEL TAZIWA
Tel +61 8 8981 7066
casmel.taziwa@bdo.com.au

NA

QUEENSLAND
TIM KENDALL
Tel +61 7 3237 5948
timothy.kendall@bdo.com.au
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

ED 220 Investment
Entities

Proposes that ‘investment entities’ 30 November 2011
be required to measure all their
investments in controlled entities
at fair value through profit or loss
under AASB 9 Financial Instruments
instead of consolidating them under
AASB 10. Also proposes additional
disclosures for investment entities.

5 January 2012

ED 218 Presentation
of Items of Other
Comprehensive Income:
Tier 2 Proposals

The AASB considers there to be no
5 December 2011
need for Tier 2 disclosure relief for
additional disclosures introduced by
AASB 2011-9.

NA

ED 219 AASB 13 Fair Value
Measurement and AASB
2011-8 Amendments to
Australian Accounting
Standards arising from
AASB 13: Tier 2 Proposals

For Tier 2 entities applying the
Reduced Disclosure Requirements
- proposes various disclosure
exemptions relating to fair value
measurement.

NA

5 December 2011

PAUL GOSNOLD
Tel +61 8 8224 5264
paul.gosnold@bdo.com.au
TASMANIA
CRAIG STEPHENS
Tel +61 3 6324 2499
craig.stephens@bdo.com.au
VICTORIA
MATTHEW HINGELEY
Tel +61 3 8320 2168
matthew.hingeley@bdo.com.au
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

ED 221 Government Loans Proposes that first-time adopters
5 December 2011
(proposed amendments to of IFRSs only need to apply
AASB 1)
the requirement in AASB 120
Accounting for Government Grants
and Disclosure of Government
Assistance to measure below-market
rate of interest loans at fair value at
initial recognition prospectively to
loans entered into on or after the
date of transition to IFRSs.

5 January 2012

ED 214 Extending Related
Party Disclosures to the
Not-for Profit Public
Sector

Proposes to extend application of
AASB 124 to not-for-profit public
sector entities and to permit Tier 2
not-for-profit public sector entities
to apply the reduced disclosure
requirements of AASB 124.

NA

ED 222 Revenues from
Contracts with Customers

Updates the original proposals in ED 9 February 2012
198 Revenues from Contracts with
Customers whose comment period
closed in October 2010.

31 January 2012

13 March 2012

BRAD MCVEIGH
Tel +61 8 6382 4670
brad.mcveigh@bdo.com.au
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